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MILWAUKEE TOOL continues
to expand its line of outdoor
power equipment solutions with
the versatile QUIK-LOK Attachment System. The new system
is made up of multiple attachments, including a string trimmer, edger, pole saw, and hedge
trimmer. For the versatility to
complete a wide range of applications, users can swap between
attachments for use on the M18
FUEL Power Head. Powered
by M18 FUEL, the QUIK-LOK Attachment System utilizes
the most advanced cordless technology to deliver best-in-class
power and run-time for landscaping and trade professionals. The
system also achieves instantaneous throttle response while being
up to 2 lbs. lighter than the other options on the market. For
additional detailed information on Milwaukee Tool visit www.
milwaukeetool.com.
CAS DataLoggers announces that they are now an authorized

stocking distributor of Continental Control Systems products,
including the WattNode family of power and electrical energy
meters. The WattNode meters are available in several styles,
from simple devices that measure kWh with a pulse output, to
multifunction device meters with a Modbus remote terminal
unit (RTU) interface that measure more than 90 parameters.
They work with single- or three-phase service from 100-600
VAC. When coupled with a dataTaker or Delphin data
logger/data acquisition system, they
provide the base for
a comprehensive
monitoring system
that can capture
electrical parameters like AC voltage,
current, power, and energy and power factor, along with other
data such as temperature, pressure, and flow. For more information about CAS DataLoggers visit www.DataLoggerInc.com.
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SOLO KLEINMOTOREN GmbH in Germany has
been producing sprayers, mist blowers and 2-stroke
engines since 1948. Their extensive knowledge and
innovative technology has been transferred to the field
of cleaning and disinfecting with our Solo CLEANLine
Sprayers. Solo CLEANLine Sprayers are equipped
with Viton seals for acidic chemical solutions (A
models) and EPDM
seals for alkaline
chemicals solutions
(B models). Heavy
duty HDPE tanks,
resistant against
chemicals and UV-ray impact,
are built in the most popular
fill capacities, ranging from 42
oz. to 4 gal. The pump systems
are sealed to prevent aggressive liquids from causing any
mechanical damage, contributing to a long service life. For
additional information go to
Solo Kleinmotoren online at
https://us.solo.global.
OASIS INTERNATIONAL

knows purification at the final
point of dispense has been the
holy grail of drinking water
dispensing, but it has proved to
be expensive and elusive—until
now. New from OASIS International, QUASAR bottle fillers
harness the germ-obliterating
power of short-wavelength
(UVC) light in an energyefficient, ecologically smart
LED. QUASAR bottle filters achieve 99.99 percent reduction of
common waterborne pathogens lingering in a facility’s pipes, including Legionella, Giardia, Listeria, Cryptosporidium, Shigella,
and E. coli, among others— literally taking aim at these diseasecausing pipe dwellers as the water flows from the dispense point
and before the guest enjoys the newly purified water. For more
information on OASIS International visit www.oasiscoolers.com.

MASTER LOCK, an industry security leader for more than 95
years, has expanded its Bluetooth-enabled product family to
include the all-new Bluetooth Door Controller, which offers
security professionals and their customers cost-effective, keyless access control from the convenience of their smartphone.
Available now, the Bluetooth Door Controller wires into electric
strikes or magnetic locks and operates with the convenient Master Lock Vault Enterprise smartphone app and web interface.
The integrated door-access solution provides efficient, effective
administration of security management and user access across a
facility or business of any size. With no keys to lose, no combinations to forget, and no unauthorized key duplication, the
Bluetooth Door Controller offers the simplicity and savings of
keyless security with the added benefit of being able to control,
monitor, and track access via the Master Lock Vault Enterprise
platform. For more information, please visit Master Lock at
www.masterlock.com.

experience. Available in a range of new signature fragrances and
fragrance-free options, just one pump removes over 99 percent
of dirt and germs when used properly. Developed based on input
from facility owners, cleaning professionals, fragrance experts,
and users, SC Johnson Professional’s Refresh foam soaps contain
signature fragrances formulated with one of the mildest preservatives and added skin conditioners, making them pleasant for
the hands and suitable for all ages. Available in varying cartridge
sizes, the pump bottles for Refresh Azure and Refresh AntiBac
have also been reconfigured into new, attractive pump bottles
perfect for use in front-of-house washrooms. For more information about SC Johnson Professional’s Refres foam soap range,
visit www.scjp.com/refresh.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and
suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation.

SC JOHNSON PROFESSIONAL’s Refresh foam soap line

contains formulations designed to elevate the handwashing

For more information or to submit a New Products listing, email
Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
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